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Abstract 

This investigation was carried out to evaluate heterosis, 

combining ability, gene action and heritability of yield component 

traits for three commercial cotton varieties G90, G85 and G92 as 

female and three genotypes as male (G83x “G75x5844”), 

(G77xG70) and (G89xPima S6) using line x tester analysis. Results 

indicated that mean squares due to all 15 genotypes including 

parents and crosses were highly significant for all studied traits 

indicating the presence of sufficient genetic variability in this 

population. It was also found that parents vs. crosses mean 

squares as expressed to average heterosis over all crosses were 

highly significant for lint percentage and seed index. The mean 

performance of parents and their F1’s hybrids gave a wide range of 

variation for all studied traits. Heterotic values over the mid- and 

the better-parent varied between positive or negative significance 

and highly significant for most of the studied traits. The estimates 

of variance due to SCA were positive and higher in magnitude than 

the variance of GCA for all studied traits indicating that the non-

additive genetic effect played a major role in the genetic 

expression of these traits. While, additive effects had a minor role 

in the inheritance of these traits indicating that the hybridization 

program would be effective in improving yield and its components 

traits. Comparing the GCA effects of individual parent revealed that 

G83x G75x5844  was the best combiner for all studied traits. 

Dominance estimates were higher than the additive estimates for 

all studied traits indicating more importance for dominant gene 

effect in the inheritance of these traits. Estimates of heritability in 

both broad and narrow senses for yield and its components 

showed high heritability values in broad sense were detected for all 

traits under investigation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Understanding of the genetic architecture of each breeding material is a 

matter of great interest for selecting the parent and crosses in order to establish the 

most efficient breeding program for attaining quick and maximum genetic 

improvement. Combining ability analysis among selected parents depends mainly on 

both types of gene action and the amount of potential genetic variability involved 

(Zeina et al.,2001, Abd El-Baky, 2006 and Sultan et al., 2013 ). The line x tester 
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analysis is a systematic method of evaluating population or selected groups of inbred 

lines for combining ability in hybrid combinations. Studies on heterosis, combining 

ability, gene action and heritability for agronomic and economic traits in crosses of 

cotton were reviewed by many investigators (Ali, 2006, El-Feki et al., 2009, Saleh and 

Ali, 2012 and Sultan et al. 2013). This study was conducted to evaluate heterosis, 

combining ability, gene action and heritability for yield components traits. Six parents 

and their nine F1s were grown in a randomized complete block design at Agric. Res. 

Center and Agric. Res. Station at Sakha in two successive seasons 2009/2010  and 

2010/2011. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In the first season (2009/2010), the above mentioned Egyptian cotton 

varieties and genotypes were crossed following line x tester technique. Genotypes 

(G83x “G75x5844”), (G77xG70) and (G89xPima S6) were used as male parents and 

varieties G90, G85 and G  were used as female ones. 

In the second season (2010/2011) the resulted seeds from the previous 

season (F1) were cultivated to evaluate heterosis, combining ability, gene action and 

heritability for yield and its components traits. All the normal cultural practices were 

applied as recommended for ordinary cotton cultivation. The yield of individual plants 

were harvested individually to determine the following traits: 

1. Boll weight in grams (B.W. g): the average boll weight in grams of 50 bolls 

picked at random from each plot. 

2. Number of bolls per plant: the average number of bolls for each plant. 

3. Seed cotton yield (S.C.Y): estimated as the weight of seed cotton yield in 

kentar / Feddan (k/f). 

4. Lint cotton yield (L.C.Y): estimated as the weight of lint cotton yield in kentar / 

Feddan (k/f).  

5. Lint percentage (L %). Ratio of lint to seed cotton yield expressed as 

percentage using the formula: 

      L% = 
Weight of lint in sample

Weight of seed cotton in the same sample
x 100 

6. Seed index in grams (S.I. g): as the weight of 100 seeds in grams taken at 

random from each plot. 

7. Lint index in grams (L.I. g): as the weight of lint born on 100 seeds in grams. It 

was calculated according to the formula. 

Lint index = 
Lint percentage % x seed index

100- lint percentage
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The analysis of variance was done according to Cochran and Cox (1957). The 

significance of heterosis was determined using the least significant difference value 

(L.S.D.) at 0.05 and  0.01 levels of probability according to Steel and Torrie (1960), 

Line x tester analysis as proposed by Kempthorne (1957) was used to partition the 

genetic variation of the F1 top-crosses due to lines, testers and their interaction and 

provides information about general and specific combining ability of the parents and 

crosses, in addition, it provides the estimates of various types of gene effects. Finally, 

heritability was estimated in both broad (h2
b) and narrow senses (h2

n) according to 

the formula given by Mather (1949). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Differences in yield and yield components between studied varieties and 

genotypes were detected. Results of analysis of variance and the mean squares of 

yield and its components for six parents and their 9 F1’s crosses are presented in 

Table (1). Data showed that mean squares due to all 15 genotypes as well as mean 

square due to parents and crosses were highly significant for all studied traits 

indicating the presence of sufficient genetic variability in that population. In addition, 

data in Table (1) indicated that parents vs. crosses mean squares expressed as 

average heterosis over all crosses were highly significant for lint percentage and seed 

index. All crosses were found to be highly significant for all studied yield and its 

components traits. Similar conclusions were obtained by Abou El-Yazied (2004), Ali 

(2006) and El-Feki et al. (2009).  

Table 1. Partioning of genotypes variance for yield and its components traits in top 
crosses mating design. 

S.O.V d.f. BW No.B/P SCY/P LY/P L% SI LI 

Rep. 2 0.025 4.42 41.39 4.41 0.07 0.02 0.03 

Geno. 14 0.229** 366.53** 4728.11** 641.72** 8.49** 0.88** 0.92** 

Parents(P) 5 0.177** 360.86** 5371.39** 871.98** 15.01** 0.66** 1.86** 

Crosses(C) 8 0.286** 415.66 4916.55** 575.55** 4.53** 0.99** 0.45** 

P vs. C 1 0.035 1.89 4.24 19.82 7.60** 1.021** 0.047 

Error 28 0.025 20.70 109.71 15.70 0.21 0.06 0.028 

*, ** Significant and highly significant (P<0.05, P<0.01, respectively). 

Mean performance: 

The mean performance of parents and their F1’s hybrids for yield and its 

components traits are shown in Table (2) from which a wide range of variation for all 

traits could be observed.  

Regarding the female parents, G92 gave the highest mean performance for all 

studied traits except lint percentage.  While G85 gave the lowest mean performance 
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for boll weight, number of bolls per plant, seed cotton yield/plant and lint yield/plant. 

In addition, G90 gave the lowest mean performance for lint percentage and lint index. 

Both G90 and G85 gave the same lowest mean performance for seed index (10.17). 

On the other hand, G90 gave intermediate mean performance for boll weight, number 

of bolls/plant, seed cotton yield/plant and lint yield/plant. While, G85 gave 

intermediate mean values for lint percentage and lint index. 

Mean performance for male parents varied between high and low values. 

G83x “G75xG5844” gave the highest mean performance for boll weight, number of 

bolls/plant, seed cotton yield/plant, lint yield/plant and seed index while, it gave the 

lowest mean values for lint percentage and lint index. G77xG70 gave the lowest mean 

performance for all traits except for lint percentage which was the highest. 

Meanwhile, G89xPima S6 gave intermediate mean male performance for all traits 

except for lint index which was the highest. 

Table 2. The mean performance for 3 parental lines, 3 testers and their F1 hybrids in 

top cross for yield and its components traits. 

Genotypes BW NO.B/P SCY/P LY/P L% SI LI 
G92 3.443 54.86 188.92 76.62 37.00 11.05 6.49 
G90 2.960 41.29 122.20 41.39 38.50 10.17 6.37 
G85 2.753 38.82 106.80 40.76 38.15 10.17 6.27 

G83x “G75x5844” 3.127 62.42 194.35 70.13 36.08 10.23 5.78 
G77xG70 2.867 32.61 93.50 35.34 37.78 9.58 5.82 

G89xPima S6 2.943 46.48 135.07 50.30 37.25 10.20 6.06 
G92x(G83x “G75x5844”) 3.188 65.08 207.50 72.60 35.00 11.33 6.10 

G92x(G77xG70) 2.95 55.68 163.71 56.24 34.35 10.68 5.59 
G92 x (G89xPima S6) 3.21 55.67 178.81 64.01 35.80 11.07 6.17 

G90 x(G83x”G75x5844”) 2.834 48.39 136.71 51.80 37.88 10.13 6.18 
G90 x (G77xG70) 2.78 39.64 110.32 40.94 37.14 9.78 5.78 

G90  x (G89xPima S6) 3.45 33.70 116.04 42.98 37.03 10.37 6.10 
G85  x(G83x”G75x5844”) 3.611 44.65 161.08 61.03 37.89 11.29 6.89 

G85   x(G77xG70) 2.74 27.98 76.72 28.16 36.74 10.19 5.92 
G85   x (G89xPima S6) 2.90 40.15 116.00 41.87 36.10 10.02 5.66 

LSD 5% 0.264 7.616 17.532 6.632 0.762 0.401 0.280 
LSD 1% 0.355 10.254 23.605 8.928 1.026 0.541 0.376 

According to parental combinations, mean performance for F1 hybrids varied 

for all studied traits. G92x (G83x “G75x5844”) gave the highest mean performance for 

number of bolls/plant, seed cotton yield/p, lint yield/p and seed index. Meanwhile, 

G85 x (G83x “G75x5844”) gave the highest mean performance for boll weight, lint 

percentage and lint index. On the other hand, G85x (G77xG70) gave the lowest mean 

performance for boll weight, number of bolls/p, seed cotton yield/p and lint yield/p, 

while G92 x(G77xG70)gave the lowest means for lint percentage and lint index. 

Meanwhile, G90x(G77xG70) gave the lowest mean performance for only seed index. 

Four F1 crosses gave intermediate mean performance, namely, G92 x 

(G77xG70) for boll weight, G90x(G83x “G75x5844”) for seed cotton yield/plant and 

lint yield/plant, G90 x (G89xPimaS6) for seed and lint index, G85x(G83x “G75x5844”) 

for number of bolls/plant and G85x(G77xG70) for lint percentage. These results were 

in agreement with those obtained by Ali (2006) and Saleh and Ali (2012). 
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Heterosis: 

Heterosis is a result of partial dominance, complete dominance, over 

dominance, epistasis and combination of all these factors. Heterosis and useful 

heterosis were expressed as the percentage deviations of F1 mean performance from 

mid-parent and better-parent for yield and its components traits in each cross and 

values are presented in Table (3). 

None of the crosses gave positive significant heterotic values over the better 

parent for number of bolls/plant, seed cotton yield/plant, lint yield/plant, lint 

percentage and lint index. For boll weight, G90 x (G89 x Pima S6) recorded highly 

significant and positive heterotic values over the mid- and better-parent while G92 x 

(G89xPima S6) and G85 x (G83x “G75x5844”) recorded significant and positive 

heterotic values over the mid- and better-parent. Regarding number of bolls/plant, 

four crosses gave positive significant heterotic values over the mid-parent, namely, 

G92x (G83x “G75x5844”), G92 x (G77xG70), G92 x (G89xPimaS6) and G90 x (G83x 

“G75x5844”), while none of the crosses showed positive significant values over the 

better-parent. Meanwhile, G92 x (G83x “G75x5844”), G92x (G89xPima S6) and G90 x 

(G89 x Pima S6) recorded highly significant and positive heterotic values over the mid-

parent for seed cotton yield/plant. As for lint yield/plant, G92 x (G89xPimaS6) and G90 

x(G89 x Pima S6)  recorded highly significant and significant positive heterotic values 

over the mid-parent, respectively. Regarding lint percentage, G90 x(G77xG70) and 

G85 x(G77xG70) recorded highly significant and positive heterotic values over the 

mid-parent. Five crosses recorded highly significant and positive heterotic values over 

the mid-parent for seed index, namely, G92 x (G83x “G75x5844”), G92 x(G77xG70), 

G92 x (G89 x Pima S6), G90x (G89xPima S6) and G85 x (G83x “G75x5844”), while G92 

x(G77xG70) and G92 x (G89 x Pima S6) recorded significant and highly significant and 

positive heterotic values over the better-parent, respectively. For lint index, G92x 

(G89 x Pima S6) recorded significant values and G90 x (G77xG70) and G85 

x(G77xG70) recorded highly significant and positive heterotic values over the mid-

parent. The presence of heterosis over mid- and better-parent could be due to the 

genetic diversity between used materials. Superiority of F1 crosses over mid-parental 

values is further evidence of non additive gene effects for studied traits. These 

findings are in agreement with those of Abo El-Yazied (2004), Ali (2006) and Saleh 

and Ali (2012). 
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Table 3. Heterosis% over mid parent (M.P.) and better parent (BP) for yield and its components traits. 

Genotypes 
BW No.B/P SCY/P LY/P L% SI LI 

MP BP MP BP MP BP MP BP MP BP MP BP MP BP 

1 -2.95 -7.413* 10.98* 4.257 8.28** 6.77 -1.06 -5.25 -8.67** -13.70** 6.49** 2.55 -8.37** -19.08** 

2 -3.11 -5.696 7.39* -10.794 3.43 -15.77** 0.86 -19.81** -1.73* -4.79** 4.73** 4.39* 1.90 -3.22 

3 9.30** 2.772 9.98* -10.819 18.75** -7.99 15.44** -8.73 -3.56** -6.17** 8.54** 8.19** 2.50* -1.52 

4 -10.17** -17.688** 10.65* -11.789 -3.19 -27.64** -7.46* -32.39** -3.30** -6.60** -1.76* -8.28** -7.47** -18.02** 

5 -4.73* -6.231 7.29 -3.987 2.29 -9.73 6.72 -1.08 3.72** -1.70 -1.00 -3.84 4.87** -0.75 

6 22.60** 20.177** -5.64 -13.179 15.87** 8.65 12.96* 5.45 -2.45** -2.92** 5.03** 2.01 0.94 -2.68 

7 13.09** 4.877 -11.88* -18.607* -0.57 -14.74** -3.84 -20.35** -2.59** -6.56** 6.27** 2.18 1.37 -8.60** 

8 -7.12* -7.379 -36.24** -39.797** -40.36** -43.20** -38.58** -44.02** 3.37** -1.37 0.06 -0.10 5.27** -2.21 

9 1.73 -1.548 -5.86 -13.624 -4.07 -14.12** -8.04* -16.77* -4.26** -5.39** -1.62 -1.78 -8.19** -9.75** 

*, ** Significant and highly significant (P<0.05, P<0.01, respectively). 

1= G92x(G83x “G75x5844”)   2= G92x(G77xG70)   3= G92 x (G89x Pima S6) 

4= G90 x(G83x “G75x5844”)    5= G90 x (G77xG70)  6= G90 x (G89xPima S6) 

7= G85 x (G83x “G75x5844”)    8= G85 x(G77xG70)  9= G85 x (G89xPima S6)
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Combining ability and gene action: 

General combining ability (GCA) could be defined as the average performance 

of the genotypes in the crosses involving these genotypes. The results in Table (4) 

showed that variances due to both males (tester) and females (line) were insignificant 

for boll weight, seed index and lint index. Variances due to female (line) were highly 

significant for number of bolls per plant and seed cotton yield per plant, and was 

significant for lint yield per plant and lint percentage. On the other hand, the 

variances due to testers (male) were significant for seed cotton yield and lint yield per 

plant.  

Line x tester interactions were found to be highly significant for all yield and 

its components traits except for number of bolls per plant (significant), indicating that 

lines (females) didn’t express similar orders of ranking according to performance of 

their crosses with the three testers (males). 

Low ratio of GCA/SCA for boll weight, number of bolls per plant, seed cotton 

and lint yield and seed and lint indexes indicated that specific combining ability was 

more important than general combing ability.  

Table 4. Partitioning of genetic variance of the crosses to its components, general and 
specific combining ability effects for yield and its components traits. 

S.O.V. d.f BW NO.B/P SCY/P LY/P L% SI LI 

Lines 2 0.0225 1187.42** 12257.60** 1183.738* 13.435* 1.98 0.096 

Testers 2 0.4265 344.71 6069.42* 916.755* 1.707 1.13 0.913 

L x T 4 0.3474** 65.25* 669.59** 100.844** 1.487** 0.45** 0.394** 

Error 28 0.0248 20.70 109.71 15.697 0.207 0.06 0.028 

GCA  0.4301 59.39 746.50 113.530 1.706 0.52 0.489 

SCA  -0.011 24.75 302.19 33.296 0.198 0.03 -0.003 

GCA/SCA  0.000 2.40 2.47 3.410 8.624 15.71 0.000 

Additive  -0.022 49.496 604.379 66.591 0.396 0.066 -0.006 

Dominance  0.430 59.392 746.504 113.530 1.706 0.516 0.489 

Error  0.0083 6.9010 36.5714 5.2323 0.0691 0.0192 0.0093 

*, ** Significant and highly significant (P<0.05, P<0.01, respectively). 

The analyzed data revealed that dominance estimates were higher than the 

additive estimates for all yield and its components traits. These results revealed that 

the nature of the gene effect was predominantly non additive (dominance). This 

would indicate the importance of crossing programs for the improvement of the 

desired traits. The obtained results were in harmony with those previously obtained by 

Rady (1999), Soliman (1999) and  Zhang et al., (2003). 
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Heritability estimates: 

Estimation of heritability depends on the amount of total genetic variance with 

respect to phenotypic variance. When the total genetic variance is mostly additive in 

nature these estimates would be narrow senses heritability (h2
n), but if  the genetic 

variance included both additive and non-additive types of genetic variance, the 

estimates would be a broad sense heritability (h2
b). These two types of heritability are 

important to the breeder as they offer an indicator about the successful breeding 

program that should be followed. Therefore, large estimates of heritability specially in 

the narrow sense indicate the effectiveness of selection for improvement. Both narrow 

and broad senses heritabilities become close to each other when non-additive genetic 

variance are small in magnitude.  

Heritability in the broad and narrow senses is shown in Table (5). Estimates of 

heritability in both broad and narrow senses for yield and its component indicated that 

high heritability values in broad senses were detected for all traits under investigation 

revealing that phenotypic selection for these traits could be highly effective. Minor 

values of narrow sense heritability for boll weight and lint index indicated that the 

additive gene action was negligable. The narrow sense heritability values indicated 

that non additive gene action were low for seed index and lint percentage. On the 

other hand, the narrow sence heritability gave high value for number of bolls per 

plant, seed cotton yield per plant and lint yield per plant and seed cotton yield/plant 

indicating the importance of additive gene action for inheritance of these traits. Data 

showed that female contributions were relatively equal to male contributions for boll 

weight. The male contributions were higher than female contributions for seed cotton 

and lint yield, seed index and lint index. Female contributions were higher than male 

contribution for lint percentage. The contributions of line × tester interaction were 

higher than both male and female contributions for seed cotton and lint yield and boll 

weight. The contribution of line × tester interaction was lower than both line and 

tester contributions for lint percentage. These results were in agreement with those 

obtained by El-Helw et al., (2002), Zeina (2002), Hassan (2004) and Saleh and Ali 

(2012). 
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Table 5. Mean variances for of lines, testers and their interaction in  F1 crosses and 
heritability in the broad and narrow sense for studied traits. 

Source  BW # B/P SCY/P LY/P L% SI LI 

Lines 0.023 1187.42** 12257.6** 1183.74* 13.435* 1.976 0.096 

Testers 0.427 344.714 6069.42* 916.76* 1.707 1.q32 0.913 

LxT 0.347** 65.247* 669.59** 100.84** 1.487** 0.445** 0.394** 

h2
b 98.110 94.04 97.36 97.18 96.81 96.81 98.13 

h2
n 0.00 42.75 43.56 35.93 18.23 10.93 0.00 

*, ** Significant and highly significant (P<0.05, P<0.01, respectively). 

It could be concluded that the breeding program should be directed to 

develop elite lines through selection from the segregation of the promising F1 hybrids. 

Later on, these lines would be utilized in the production of superior hybrids. 
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